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The Bernstein approximation problem is treated in a general setting of Banach 
function spaces. An abstract theory is developed which includes as special cases the 
solutions of the Bernstein problem given by Mergelyan and Pollard. It also provides 
a unified setting for related results from polynomial and trigonometric approx- 
imation theory and yields as corollaries a number of new results. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let n(x) > 0 be a bounded function of x E (-co, co) which satisfies 
x”l(x) + 0 as Ix] --f co for each n > 0. Let C, be the space of continuous 
functions f(x) which satisfy f(x)I(x)+ 0 as x+ a. We give C, the 
seminorm ]]f]ln = sup{ If(x) n(x)1 : x E (-co, co)}. A slight variation on the 
Bernstein approximation problem is to characterize the closure in C, of the 
space 9 of all polynomials. In particular, it is desired to characterize those I 
for which 9 is dense in C,. 
Mergelyan [ 161 and Pollard [20, 211 obtained very complete solutions, 
which we now summarize. For complex z, we set L,(z) = sup {) p(z)/ : p E 9 
and IIpJIA < 1). We also set J,(x)= (1 + 1x1))‘J(x) and define L,,(z) 
analogously to L,(z). 
Then main results are 
THEOREM A. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 9 is dense in C,. 
(ii) ForsomezwithImz#O,L,,(z)=+oo. 
(iii) I?‘, (log L,,(x)/( 1 + x’)) dx = +a~ 
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THEOREM B. Zf L,(x) < co for some z with Im z # 0, then L,(z) isfinite 
and continuous in the entire complex plane and, for each E > 0, 
L,(z) = O(eE”‘) as IzI + 00. 
When 3 is not dense one has L,(z) &L,,(z) < +co for all z and it is seen 
that each f in the C, closure 3 of 9 extends uniquely to an entire analytic 
function f (z) satisfying the growth estimate 
If @)I G Ilf III L,(z). 
A complete description of 2 is contained in 
THEOREM C. Let 2Y(L,) be the collection of all entire functions f (z) for 
which If (z)l(L(z))- ’ is bounded. Zf 3 # C,, then .F = C, n B(L,). 
Elsewhere in the theory of weighted polynomial and trigonometric approx- 
imation there are numerous analogues to these theorems. These results have 
appeared both prior and subsequent to the publication of the results of 
Mergelyan and Pollard. As a partial list we mention the following works: 
Akhieser [ 11, Akutowicz [2,3], Bernstein [4.5], Geetha [lo], Koosis 
111, 121, Krein [ 141, Levinson and McKean [lS], Pitt [ 17,181, and Riesz 
1221. 
The formal setting for each of these results varies considerably, but even a 
superficial study of the proofs shows that they have much in common. 
Our goal in this paper is to present a general Banach function space 
formulation of the Bernstein problem and to develop a corresponding theory 
which is rich enough to yield abstract versions of Theorems A-C. The 
resulting structure provides both new approximation results and a unified 
approach to most of the works cited above. Perhaps it is not misleading to 
interpret the theory presented here as a Banach space analogue of the 
Branges’ theory [7] of Hilbert spaces of entire functions. We stress, however, 
that our basic structure here is far too general to possess all the rich detail of 
de Branges’ theory. 
A start at our unilicaon program was made in [ 181 where the main goals 
were achieved in the context of Lp spaces. Further extensions of these results 
were announced in [ 191 for a special class of Banach spaces. The general 
setting presented here supersedes the main parts of both earlier works. 
We now outline the main content of this work. Precise statements will be 
given in Sections 3 and 4. 
First, the space C, in the Bernstein problem is replaced by a Banach space 
(B, ]] . I]) of functions. We require that B is a regular function space as 
defined in Section 2.B. This is a milld regularity condition satisfied by most 
classical function spaces. 
The space 9 of polynomials will be replaced by a complex linear space 
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2’ of entire functions whose restrictions to the real line are in B. If Z is 
closed under the conjugation h + h#(z) E h*(z*) we say Z is symmetric. 
The space Z is assumed to be closed under the difference quotients: 
If Im z # 0 and the functions f and g are in 2’ then the function 
it- If, gl,W = (z - O-’ [f(z> g(t) - g(z)f(<)l is also in x 0-I) 
The justification for condition (H) is given by the resulting theory and the 
fact that most of the theorems mentioned earlier rest on this property. 
The analysis now turns on the evaluation functionalsf- e,(f) =f(z) and 
the two norms of e, given by L(z) = {sup If(z)] :f~ X and ]]f ]] < 1 } and 
L+(z) = Isup If(z)1 :fEz and ll(t + K’f(Oll < 11. 
Suppose now that (B, ]I. I]) is a regular function space and that 3’~ B 
satisfies (H) and is symmetric. Denote the closure of 3 in B with G!? and let 
2 denote the linear space of all analytic functions f(z) E B such that 
f(z)/L(z) is bounded on the entire complex plane. Then under mild 
regularity conditions the following conclusions hold: 
(I) If L+(z) = +ao for some z with Im z # 0, then G@ = B. 
(II) If 0 < L+(z) < co for some z with Im z # 0, then 0 < L(z) < m. 
(III) If 0 < L(z) < co for some z with Im z # 0 (in particular if 
2# B), then L(z) is finite and continuous on the entire complex plane and 
each function f in 2? has a unique analytic extension f(z) to the entire 
complex plane satisfying 
If( G W)llfll~ 
It follows from III that &?c 2. A more precise result is 
(IV) If 0 < L(z) < co for some z with Im z # 0, then either 
2=2 or dim (2?/2) = 1. 
Sufficient conditions for 2=& are given and it is found that the case 
2 = 2 is “generic,” 
The present framework also has an analogue of de Branges’ basic 
inclusion theorem [7, p. 1071. To state this we let 4 and Z2 be two closed 
symmetric subspaces of B which satisfy (H). Let L,(z) and L,(z) denote the 
obvious functions. Then we have: 
(V) Suppose that L1(z)/L2(z) and L,(z)/L,(z) are both continuous. 
Suppose also that & n& # {O}. Then either 
<CI&orZ2Gq. 
We gladly acknowledge our obvious debt to previous authors. In 
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particular, we mention the basic work of Mergelyan [ 161 which has spured 
so much work in this area and the beautiful theory of de Branges [ 71 which, 
in one form or another, contains many of the ideas and techniques used here. 
The paper is divided into three sections. Section 2 is preliminary in nature 
and contains basic elementary facts concerning analysis in regular function 
spaces which we will need. The main results are presented in Section 3. 
Section 4 contains some complements and special topics which do not fit 
into the general theory. In particular, a new general Paley-Weiner theorem is 
contained therein. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Notations and Conventions 
The real line and the complex plane are denoted by R and C. For w E C, 
w* denotes the complex conjugate of w. The open upper half plane {w : Im 
w > 0) is written as Q+ and we write R- for the lower half plane R T . The 
notation A will denote the topological closure of a set A. If h(z) is a complex 
function of z E C, the conjugate function h# is defined as h#(z) = [h(z*)]*. 
Unless specified otherwise, domains of integration are the real line. If dp(t) is 
a finite complex measure on R, its Fourier transform is i(x) = J” e’“‘dp(t). 
Similarly if f(t) is integrable we set f(x) = I e’“‘f(t) dt. The inverse Fourier 
transform is f(t) = (2n))’ I e-““f(x) dx. For x > 0, log+ x E max( log x, 0) 
and loggx=log+x-logx. 
B. Regular Function Spaces 
We describe the class of Banach function spaces which we will be dealing 
with. The terminology here is not standard. 
For an integer N > 0 we let C, denote the complex linear space of all N- 
times continuously differentiable functions f(x) defined on R. A sequence 
{f,(x)} c C,,, is said to converge in C, if f,(x) and the first N derivatives 
{ffk’(x)}, 0 < k < N, converge uniformly on compact sets. C, = 
n {C, : N > 0) is the space of infinitely differentiable functions. 
Let {B,, ]I. I]} denote a linear subspace B, of C, together with a seminorm 
]] . I]. We will assume that for some N,, > 0 the space {B,, ]] . ]] } is preclosed in 
CN, in the sense that for any sequence {f,(x)} cB, if 
lim J,(x) = 0 
n+a, 
in C,,,O and if (2.1) 
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If f(x) E B, implies that f*(x) E B,, and llf*jl = I/f]], we will call B, 
symmetric. 
Let (B, II -11) denote the )I ./I completion of B, and observe that the elements 
of B need not be functions. They can, for example, be Schwartz distributions. 
On the other hand, it follows directly from the preclosedness of (B,, (I-II) 
that if { f,} and {g,} are two Cauchy sequences in B, and if lim,+,&(x) = 
lim near g,(x) =f(x) in the topology on CNo, then lim,,, IIf, -grill = 0. This 
enables us to identify the function fE CNO with the limit in B of the 
sequences (f,} and { g,). Thus without ambiguity we can speak of a function 
fE CN, as being in B. We set B, = B n C,,, wherefE B n C,,,O iff there is a 
Cauchy sequence (f,l in B, with limf,(x) =f(x) in CM,. 
We will call {B,, 11. II) regular if multiplication by e”* for t E R defines a 
strongly continuous group (T,) of bounded operators on B, with polynomial 
growth. That is, there exist C > 1 and N, > 0 such that for each fE B, and 
t E R, the function T’,f(x) = @“f(x) is in B, and 
and 
II TtAl< cc + 14)N’ llfll (2.3) 
‘,‘y 11 T&f-fll = 0. P-4) 
If (B,, II . II} is regular we will refer to each of the spaces B, G B, C_ B as 
regular function spaces and in the sequel whenever the symbols B,, B, , or B 
occur they will denote regular spaces. 
Remarks. Roughly speaking, the content of (2.3) is that the norm 11. II 
only depends on the size of the function fi and its first N, derivatives. 
Condition (2.4) will be seen to imply that functions with compact support 
are dense in {B,, 11. II). 
If T, is extended to B by continuity we see that conditions (2.3) and (2.4) 
are satisfied for fE B and that for fE B, , T,f(x) = e”“f(x) E B, . 
The scope of the definition of a regular function space may be surmised by 
the fact that it includes the spaces C,, weighted Lp spaces (1 <p < co), 
many Orlicz and Lorentz spaces, and weighted Sobolev spaces. Also 
included are Fourier transform spaces such as B, = {continuous f with 
compact support and llfll= I/~&} with 1 <p < 00. 
C. Approximation in Regular Function Spaces 
In this section we discuss some elementary topics concerning analysis in 
regular function spaces. 
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Let h Ml s G, b e a regular function space with 11 r,ll = sup (I( T,fjl; 
fEB, and llfll< l}<(C+Itl)N1. Let N=max(N,,N,} and define N(t)= 
(C + Itl)N. Since C > 1, IIT,ll <N(t) and one checks that N(t) satisfies 
N(f + s) < N(t) N(s). 
Let A be the class of all finite complex measures dp on R which satisfy 
JN(t)( & I ( co. We set 2 = {4(x) = p(x) : p E J} and define a norm on ..& 
by I$[= I,GI = I N(t)l&). The space 1 is easily seen to be a Banach space, 
and in fact it is a Banach algebra since 
Each function 4 E 1 acts on B, as a bounded multiplication operator. 
More precisely, we claim that if SE B, and $ = $ E A?, then the function 
4(x>f(x) is in B, , 
m>.m) = 1 Ttf(x) 4449 (2.5) 
and 
Ilm>f(x>ll Q lblIlfll* (2.6) 
To see this we first observe that t -+ Tf f is a continuous B-valued function 
with II Tt f II < Wll f II + S ince p E & the integral on the right-hand side of 
(2.5) converges and defines a bounded operator from B to B with 
l/J t ((-I Tf4 < IITtIIIlfllId~I < I4IIlfll~ (2.7) 
It remains to show that for fE B,, j Tt f dp is also in B, and can be iden- 
tified as the function $(x)f(x). The first step is to observe that this is true if 
,U is a discrete measure with finitely many atoms, since for fE B, , T,f(x) = 
e”“f(x) E B, . For general ~1 E A the result follows by approximating p by a 
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sequence {,B,} of discrete measures with I;,(x) + b(x) and such that sup (II;, 1; 
n>O)<co,and 
Since N(t) > (1 + 1 tl)v” it is routine to show that the p(x) E C,, and that 
i;,(x) -+ P(x) = $(x1 in CN,. This implies that p,(x) f(x) --t d(x)f(x) in CN,, 
and to 1 T,fdp in B,. Since the norm 1). )I is closed on B, , we see that 
@(x)f(x) E B, and that (2.5) is satisfied. 
Remarks. If fE B but fE B,, the notation #(x)f(x) may not make 
sense. This is certainly the case iffE B is not a function. On the other hand, 
the right-hand side of (2.5) makes sense for anyfE B and we may use (2.5) 
as a definition of #(x)f(x) for any fE B. We will adopt this convention in 
the future. 
The elementary approximation argument just used is basic. To simplify 
future applications we formalize the argument with 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (4, = ,&,} be a sequence in .,# for which 
G) supn PA < ~0, 
(ii) lim,,, 4,,(x) = 4(x) existsfor each x, and 
(iii) lim,,, “Pn I,,, > T  N@)i &I 1 = ‘* 
Then 4 E 1 and 
,l\l Il$,f- $f,fll = 0 for eachfE B. 
The proof is straight forward and will be left to the reader. 
Several elementary corollaries of Lemma 2.1 will be of interest to us. 
COROLLARY 2.1. 1f {#, = fi,,} c J@ satisfies lim, .+oo @,(x) = 1 for each x, 
(9 SUP,, Ihl < ~0, and 
(ii) lim,,, jIt,.,N(t)l&,I = Ofor each e > 0, 
then lim Il@,,f-f/l = 0 for eachfE B. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If 0 E 2 satisfies o(O) = 1, then 
!i II fwMx> -.m)ll = 0 for each f E B. 
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Proof. Apply Corollary 2.1 to the functions 4(&x) = J‘ eifx dp(t/&). 
COROLLARY 2.3. The set off E B, with compact support is dense in B. 
Proof: Let g(x) be infinitely differentiable with compact support and 
satisfy 4(O)= 1. For n> 0, sup (1 It\” J(t)\: fE R} < co. Since N(t)= 
(C + 1 tl)N this implies #(‘ct) dt E J and, by Fourier inversion, that #(x) E A. 
Now apply Corollary 2.3 to conclude that the set of functions 
{#(sx)f(x): E > 0 andfE B,} is dense in B. 
A similar consequence of Lemma 2.1 and the polynomial growth of N(t) is 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let {4,,(x)} be a sequence of infinitely differentiable 
functions such that J’14ik’(x)12 dx < 00 for each k > 0. Suppose also that 4(x) 
is another such function with 
lim (#a)(x) - #(k)(x)I2 dx = 0 
n-+* I 
for each k. Then ($,I c A?, Q E 1, and 
!\l IlO,,f-#ffl=O foreachfEB. 
For our purposes the most important consequences follow when these 
results are applied to the functions 
(z - ()-’ = -i lo e”‘e-“’ dt if y = Im z > 0, 
-cc 
(W 
. =2 ei[te-izf dt ify=Imz < 0. 
We see that $(<) = (z - <)-’ E J? and that there is a constant C, which is 
independent of z, such that for f E B, 
ll(z - W’f (Oil < c,w Yl + VI YIN+‘). (2.9) 
Moreover, the B-valued function z -+ (z - c)-‘f (c) is analytic for Im 
z f 0 with 
-$ (&f(C)) = (z’;;z+l f(0 
Finally, we note that if f E B, and f (0 vanishes on some’ interval (a, /I), then 
as a B,-valued function z -+ (z - c)- ’ f (r) is not only analytic for Im z # 0 
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but is also analytic across the interval (a,/?). To see this, it suffices, by 
Morera’s theorem, to show for x0 E (a, p) that (x,, - <)-If(<) E B, and that 
We show this by first picking an infinitely differentiable function ~[x) which 
equals 1 for x near x0 and vanishes for x 6Z (a, /?). Then v(x) E A as does 
+6(x) = 1 - w(x). Since 4 is a Banach algebra we have, for Im z # 0, 
that (z - <)-I 4(r) E A? But as z-+x0, I](dk/drk)[(z - <)-’ 4(r) - 
(x0 - r)-’ #(<)I]’ &+ 0 for all k > 0. Hence, by Corollary 2.4, 
(x0 - <)-I d(c) E A# and, noting that #(x)f(x) =f(x), 
It is also worth observing that Corollary 2.1 together with lines (2.8) and 
(2.9) give: For each K > 0 andfE B, 
(2.10) 
These arguments also give the basic 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f(z) and g(z) be entire functions whose 
restrictions to R are in B, and consider the function 
Wgl, (0 = (z -w Lf(z)s(O -&v(r)19 CfE Ii?. 
For fixed z, If, glz (0 is in B, and is a function of z, z + [f, g], (r) is an 
entire B,-valued analytic function. Moreover, $ f (to) = 0 and I g(z)1 = 
Ojf(z)l as z+zo, then 
II If, &?I, 63ll = O(lf @>I) as z-+zo. (2.11) 
ProoJ: For Im z # 0 we write [f,g], (<) =f (z)(z - r)-’ g(r) - 
g(z)(z - r)-‘f (0. By the above comments z + [f, g], (r) is analytic for Im 
z # 0. To show it is analytic across R we must show continuity across R. 
For this, we pick an x0 E R and an infinitely differentiable function v(x) for 
which w(x) = 1 near x0 and w(x) = 0 for ]x - x0] > E, where E > 0 is such 
that]f(x)(#OifO<]x-x,]<s.Then~E~and#=l-VEj. 
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Write 
Since 4(r) vanishes near x0 we have by the above comments that 
If, gl, 63 m =f(z)(z - or hw g(t)1 
- g(z>(z - W’ I$c3f(OI 
is analytic near x,, and satisfies ]][f; g], (<) w(<)]] = O(]f(z)]) as z + x0. 
To treat I./l gl, (8 w(t) we write h(z) = g(z)/!(z). From ] g(z)/ = O(]f(z)l) 
near x0 it follows that (z - <)-I [h(z) - h(r)] is jointly analytic for z and < 
near x0. Noting that 
If, 4, K) w(r) =f(z)(z - CT l IQ) - WI @If(r)* 
we see that, for each k, 
lim z-x0 il $lW-’ Iw-w)l-c%-w 
x [h(x,)-h(~)l~w(5)1~2~~=0. 
By Corollary 2.1, 
and 
II M SL 63 ml = o(l.mI)* 
This completes the proof. 
D. Invariant Subspaces of B 
To fix notations we let B* denote the dual Banach space of B. Elements of 
B* are written as 1. The linear functional 1 applied to the “function”fE B is 
written as (f, 1). A#+ denotes the set of ,Z(<) E .j for which ,U is supported on 
[0, co). .A? is defined analogously. 
For Im z # 0 let R, denote the operator on B of multiplication by 
(z - <)-I. We know that R, is an analytic operator valued function on both 
R, and L!-. Moreover, R, satisfies the resolvent equation 
R,-RR,=(z-A)R,R,. (2.12) 
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From this it follows that: For Im z # 0 and for A sufficiently close to z, the 
power series 
R,= f (z-/~)~R;+’ (2.13) 
II=0 
converges in the operator norm on B. 
Proposition 2.2. Let A G B be a linear subspace and suppose that for 
some_z, E Q, , RzOA E 2. Then R,A 5 Afor all z E Q, and, more generally, 
4(r) A c d for each Q E ~6 . 
Proof: Since Rz is a bounded operator and R+A CA, we have RzOAcA 
and R :,” c x for each it > I. The norm convergence of (2.13) thus implies 
that R,A c R,A for all 1 sufficiently close to zo. 
Let A’={lEB*:(f,Z)=O wheneverfEA}. ForfEA and ZEA’, the 
function z + (R,f, Z) is analytic on Q+ . But for z near zo, we know R, f E ,? 
and hence (R,f, I) = 0. This implies (R,f, 1) = 0 for all z E Q+ and by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem this implies R,A c x whenever z E R +. 
We now use Eq. (2.8) to conclude: forfE &I E A’, and z E R, 
By the uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms this implies that the 
continuous function (T,f, r) is identically zero for t ( 0. Hence, if p(T) = 
J?, e”‘Q(t) is in J?, we have by (2.5), 
Again by the Hahn-Banach theorem we see fi(r)S(r) E A, and this 
completes the proof. 
The same argument works if we replace J2 + by R _ and .& by j+ . Thus 
we can state: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If there exist points z, E D + and z _ E f2- with 
R,+A c 2 and R,_A G 2, then 
W)A 22 for each 4 E 2. (2.14) 
We are especially interested when (2.14) implies x= B. In the case that 
B = Lp(d), where 1 <p < 00 and d(M) is a Bore1 measure on R, this 
question is answered by Wiener’s theorem to the effect that any closed 
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subspace x of Lp(d) which satisfies eifbAE 2 for each t is of the form 
l,Lp(d) = (fE Lp(d) : f(x) E lE(x)f(x)}. H ere 1, is the indicator function 
of some measurable subset E c R. 
We have not been able to prove an analogue of Wiener’s theorem for 
regular function spaces, but the next proposition suffices for the purposes of 
this paper. To state it we need two definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A linear subspace A E B, is called analytic if each 
functionf(x) in A is analytic on R. If A E B, is analytic we define the set of 
common real zeros off in A, 
X,.(A) = (x E R :f(x) = 0 for eachfE A }. (2.15) 
Note that for A # {O}, if A is analytic, then d,(A) is countable and 
discrete. 
For each fE B and 1 E B* we observe that 4 + (#(@f(<), Z) defines a 
continuous linear functional on 2. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that a point x E R is in the point spectrum of B 
if there existfE B and 1 E B * such that (#(<)f(Q 1) = 4(x) for each 4 E .,+8. 
The set of all such x is denoted by a,(B). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A # (O} be an analytic subspace of B. If (2.14) is 
satisfied and if Zr(A) n up(B) = 0, then 2 = B. 
Proof. If A# B, it follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that there 
will exist a function fE B, with compact support K and an 1 E A’ with 
(f, f) # 0. We will now show that for some y/ E J@ and some x,, E 3#), 
c%) = ($(O w(w(r>~ 0 f or each Q E J. Since w(<)f([) E B, this implies 
x0 E o,(B) and that a,(B) n S&4) # 0. 
To show this we first write F(4) = (#L 1). We note that if q5(l)f(Lj E 0, 
then F(q)) = 0 and that if 4, and $ are in C, and if 4, converges to 4 in C,, 
then F(gl,) --t F(4). This implies that F(. ) is a Schwartz distribution of order 
not greater than N which is supported on K. 
Now let (xi,..., xk} = X,.(A) n K. Fix an E > 0 and let w  E C, satisfy 
v(x)=0 if min{lx-xjl) <E and v(x)= 1 if min{lx-xj(} >2&. Now 
v(x) E 2 so g(T) = w(r)f(Q E B,. The function g vanishes in a 
neighborhood of each point x E %,(A) and by the compactness of the 
support of g it is possible to find a finite set of functions {ai( c A and 
another set lWdx)I c cm with 
CIwi$) dOI m. 
g(t) = [C Vi(t) ai(t3l g(t) = 
s ince g E B, has compact support, t,~~(<)g(r) E JY and 
gEA. 
For any 4 EJ! we now observe that F(g) = ($(r)[f(<) -g(l)], 1) + 
(4(l) s(t), 9. Since g E A, g(t) g(t) E 2 and (4(t) g(t), l> = 0 because I E A l. 
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On the other hand, if ((x) vanishes for min Ix - x,1 < 2.5, then 
((Q[f(r) - g(r)] G 0 and F(4) = 0. This shows that the distribution F is 
supported on the set {x: min (x - xj( < 2.51 and since E > 0 is arbitrary, F is 
supported on {xi ,..., xk}. 
If we now choose functions r@,(x)} c C, with disjoint compact supports 
and such that tij(x) = 1 for x near x,, we can write I;(() = 
C (M) 4jtt)f(t), 0. The distribution 4 -+ (N) #j(C)f(Q 0 is supported at 
the point xj and we can conclude: 
If d # B there is a point x0 E Z,(A), and SE B, and an 1 E B* such that 
(& I) has the form 
6% 0 = j$o ajP’txo); ak # 0. (2.16) 
Now choose a p E 2 with 0 = v/(x,) = @(x0) = +. . = w’~-“(x,) and 
~l/‘~‘(x,,) = ai ‘. Setting g = vf we have 
= + ajtWu’ (x0) 
jZ 
= #(x0)* 
Thus x0 E u,(B) and it follows that Z,(A) nap(B) # 0. The proof is com- 
plete. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Using the resolvent family (R,} given by R,f(<) = (z - <)-‘f(r) we can 
define an auxiliary seminorm on B by the relation 
Ilfll, = II~,fll. (3.1) 
Clearly, llfll+ < IIRlllllfll and by (2.9) we have Ilfll+ < co iffE B. From 
(2.12) we see Ilfll, = 0 iff IIR,fII = 0 for all z with Im z # 0 and by (2.10) 
this shows llfll= 0. 
The relations (2.9) and (2.12) also show that the norms IIR,fll are all 
equivalent and in particular: 
ForImz#O, !!I llf,ll+=Oiff ,I\& IIR,f,ll=O. (3.2) 
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Let Z’ G B r be a linear space of entire functions. To avoid trivialities we 
will always assume Z’# (0). For each complex number p we set 
o?-+{hEcEh(p)=O}, 
and 
The condition (H) which was stated in the introduction can be stated in an 
equivalent form as 
For each z 6! B(Z) with Im z # 0, R,e CAY (3.3) 
Remarks. Roughly speaking, the content of conditions (3.3) and (H) is 
that if f(z) E #’ and g(z) is an entire function satisfying 1 g(z)\ = O(lf(z)l) 
as IL I+ co, then g E X’. The basic examples of spaces satisfying (3.3) are 
the spaces 9, of all polynomials of degree not greater than n, the space 9 of 
all polynomials, the Fourier transform spaces F(T) = (g(z) =f(z):fE C, 
with sup f~ I--r, T]), and the spaces g(T) n B, , where Z(r) = 
LtXz) :f(z> = W (T+c)ir’) for each E > O} is the space of all entire functions 
of exponential type not greater than T. All these examples are basic in 
approximation theory. 
A less standard example can be given starting with an arbitrary positive 
continuous function M(z), z E C, and defining Z = (fE B, :f(z) is entire 
and f(z) M-‘( z is bounded on C). Theorem 3.3 will show this example is ) 
typical of closed subspaces 2s B, satisfying (3.3). 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall always assume that 
J?Z= {d(r) . h(r):4 E2 and h E Z) is dense in B. This is harmless in 
that it can always be achieved by replacing B with 2, and it allows us to 
omit tedious references to the condition Z,(Z) n up(B) = 0, see 
Proposition 2.4. 
A. Conditions that Imply $’ = B 
For each complex z we define the linear function eZ on Z by 
e,(h) = h(z). 
Set 
and 
L(z)=lle,II =sup{lh(z)(:hEZand(Ihll< l}, 
L+(z)=IIe,I/+ =sup((h(z)(:hE~andllhll+ < 11. 
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Clearly, 0 <L(z), L+(z) < co, and L(z) = L+(z) = 0 iff z E Z(Z). From 
Ilfll+ G II~illllfll we also have L+(~)>L(z)llR~l(-’ and hence, if 
L+(z) < 00, then L(z) < co. 
We can now state 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf L+(z_)= tco for same z in l2, (resp., z f LX), 
then qW G 2 for each 4 E Mm (resp., 4 E 2+). 
Proof: The condition L+(z) = +co is equivalent to the condition that e, 
is unbounded on (2, 11. I( +). This occurs iff the kernel < of e, is 1). I(+ dense 
inX. Thus L+(z)= i-co iff for eachfEZ, 
inf(llf- h/l+ : h Eq} = 0, 
and by (3.2) this is equivalent to 
inf(I(R,f-R,hII:hE&}=O. (3.4) 
By (3.3), R& E 2 and we can conclude that 
inf{IIRzf-hjI:hEZ}=O. (3.5) 
Thus R, f E 2 and from this we see that R,SFE~. Proposition 2.2 now 
completes the proof. 
Remarks. All the steps in the above argument are reversible with the 
exception that (3.5) does not imply (3.4) if R,x is not )I. I( dense in 2. This 
will happen, for example, if Z= Yn is the space of polynomials of degree 
not greater than n, in which case R,q = 9,-, # Yn. On the other hand, the 
basic examples 9 and Y(T) both satisfy the condition R,q =A?? The 
examples seem to be important enough to single them out with a definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A space X satisfying (3.3) is called exact if for each 
nonreal z 6S Z(X), 
R,& is dense in 3. (3.6) 
With this definition and the above comments we have the following 
refinement of Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf 3 is exact, then L+(z) = +co for all z E 0, - 
-Z(Z) ~fl~G~for all#EAC. 
The next result, although elementary in nature, is basic. 
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THEOREM 3.1. In order that J%?c 2 it is sufficient that there exist 
points z+ E Q, and z- E a_ with 
L+(z+) =L+(z-) = sm. (3.7) 
I/G?’ is exact, then condition (3.7) is also necessary. 
Condition (3.7) implies 2= B and in the case that R is exact, R= B 
implies (3.7). 
Proof: That (3.7) implies &V 2 2 for each 4 E d follows directly from 
Proposi$ons 2.3 and 3.1. Propositon 3.2 shows that if Z’ is exact and 
&VCZ for each 4 E 2, then (3.7) is satisfied. 
With our standing assumption that J?R is dense in B we see ,@ = B iff 
J&Yc~ Thus the second half of the theorem follows from the first. 
If both R and B are symmetric then L + (z *) = L +(z) for each z and we 
can state the following simplification of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that &” and B are symmetric and that B is exact. 
Then*=B iffforsomezEfi+,, L+(z)=+oo. 
This corollary is a farreaching generalization of the first part of 
Theorem A which is stated in the introduction. 
B. Consequences of L(z) < co 
We begin with a known elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose A c G is open and that 
Is log+ L(x+iy)dxdy< co. K (3.8) 
for each compact set Kc A. Then L(z) is continuous on A and log L(z) is 
subharmonic. 
Proof Let .Y = (g(z) EX: (( g(/ < 1 }. For each nonzero g E 5 the 
functions log 1 g(z)] and log+ ) g( z )I are subharmonic. By (3.8) it follows that 
log L(z) = sup{log 1 g(z)1 : g E <Y’) is subharmonic on A. Any subharmonic 
function is locally bounded above so L(z) is locally bounded on A. The 
inequality / g(z)/ ,< L(z) which holds for g E .Y implies that .% is a normal 
family on A, and as such is locally uniformly equicontinuous. From this it is 
elementary to check that L(z) is continuous on A. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. ZfO<L~)<coforsome/lEl2+.,thenL(z)<oofor 
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all zEQ+. Moreover, L(z) is continuous on 0, and log L(z) is locally 
integrable on fin, in the sense that for each compact set K c 6,) 
1 1 log L (x + iy)l dx dy < CO. (3.9) K 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 it suffices to check (3.9). Note also that if g # 0 is 
in g?, then log 1 gl < log L and hence log- L is automatically locally 
integrable on A. To treat log+ L we consider first the case when R&V & 2. 
If this holds there is a function f(z) E A? with R, f & 2 and 1) f 1) = 1. By 
the Hahn-Banach theorem we can choose an 1 E R1 c B * with I( 1/j= 1 and 
(R,f, I) # 0. Now bring in the nonzero analytic function 
f’(z) = @,A 0, ZEf-2,. 
By (2.9), F(z) satisfies an inequality of the form 
IWI < C(l/Y + l/YN+% z=x+iyER+, 
for some C > 0 and N > 0. From (3.11) we have 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
I’ I” log + I W T WI dx dy 
Jo J-m 1 +x2 
< Const 
I 
’ log( 
0 
To handle log- IF(z)\ we note that for 
I/Y) dv < 00. (3.12) 
h > 0, F(z + ih) is bounded on 
ZER,. By the Poisson-Jensen inequality 
(3.13) 
Since F(Z) is not identically zero, l: log IF(i + ih)l dh > -co, and this 
together with (3.12) and (3.13) shows that 
’ 
II 
m I1ogIF(x+iy)ll dxdy( oo. 
0 -cc 1 +x2 
(3.14) 
We can use this to estimate log L(z). Let gE 3 be arbitrary. By 
condition (H) we have 
O= ((z-cl-' IfG)d5)-&)f (al, 0 for zEG+. 
Setting G(z) = (R, g, 1), the last identity is equivalent to 
f(z) G(z) =dz)W)v ZEf2,. (3.15) 
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By (2.9) we can estimate G(z) as 
IWl< II gll Ccl/y + ~/Y~+‘),Y > 0, (3.16) 
with the same C and N used in (3.11). The relations (3.15) and (3.16) now 
give 
Uz)=suP{l&)l:gE~1 
< c I.f(z>l 
(3.17) 
1 IF(z>l (l/Y + l/YN+‘)9 y > 0. 
Since If(z)/ <L(z) and log If(z)1 is locally integrable we see that (3.17) and 
(3.14) give (3.9) and thus complete the proof in the case R,Z@p. 
If R@? E 2 we can simply replace the space Z with the space .R = J?$. 
The space .F satisfies condition (H) and since L(@ < co, TD is not dense in 
&F. We can choose an f~ .W with llf 11 = 1 and R, f @ .R. The argument 
given above shows that 
M(z)= sup{1 g(z)(:gE .Y’fM?} 
is continuous on R, and that log M(z) is locally integrable on fin, . 
Now choose an h ER with h(P) = 1 and forfE,X write 
f(z) =fGo)h(z) + (f(z) -fCa) h(z))* 
Then for llfll < 1, 
If(z>l G u/o h(z)1 + Wz)ll “f(z) -.m Wz>ll 
G WI&I + Wz)ll + W>II hllb 
This shows that log L(z) is locally integrable on fin, and completes the proof 
in the general case. 
In this paper we restrict attention to the case when L(z) is finite on both 
R, and a-. The next theorem gives a partial description of ,p in this case. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose there exists points p+ E R, and /?- E Sz- with 
0 < L(4f) < co. Then L(z) is continuous on the entire complex plane and 
log L(z) is subharmonic. Moreover, each function h(r) in .* has a unique 
analytic extension to an entire function h(z) satisfying 
I h(z)1 < II hll L(z), z E c. (3.18) 
Proof: By Proposition 3.3 we know log L(z) is locally integrable on C. 
By Lemma 3.1 it follows that L(z) is continuous and log L(z) is subhar- 
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monk. The inequality (3.18), which holds automatically for h E 3, shows 
that any I/ a)) C auchy sequence {h,} CP converges locally uniformly. The 
uniform limit of analytic functions is analytic and the rest is clear. 
Before stating the next result we define R T to be the adjoint operator of 
R,. For Im z # 0, RT is a bounded operator on the dual space B* of B. 
From equation (2.10) we see that for each I E B*, 
w* lim iyRi:;l= I, (3.19) 
y-00 
or what is the same, for fE B, 
lim (f, iyRi*,Z) = ,lim, (iyRiYf, I) = (A 1). 
Y+a, 
If the convergence in (3.19) can be replaced with strong convergence, i.e., if 
for each IE B* 
lim )IiyRi*,Z-lI(=O, 
y-00 
then we say that B has a regular dual. 
L’(d) does not have a regular dual if d has unbounded support, but for 
1 <p < co the spaces Lp(d) have regular duals as do the spaces C,. 
Now bring in the space ,p consisting of all entire functions h(z) whose 
restrictions h(r) to R are in B, and for which 
su Ih( < co 
A? L(z) * 
Theorem 3.2 shows that ~G,P; The opposite inclusion p 2.p just 
misses, in general. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose L(z) < co for all z. Then 2~2 and dim 
(&‘/A?) < 1. If B has a regular dual, then 2 = 2. 
ProoJ As a first step we will show for each nonzero h E X, each 
k E 2, and each fixed z that the function 
t+ [k kj, (t) = (z - V’ [h(z) k(C) - k(z) 431 
is in 2. By the Hahn-Banach theorem it suffices to show for each 
1 E Z’ c B * that the function 
a,,(z) = ((z - Cl-’ [h(z) k(t) - k(z) 431, 0 
vanishes identically. 
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By Proposition 2.1, observe that ah(z) is an entire function. I now 
introduce the function A(z) = a,(z)/h(z). My first claim is that A(z) does not 
depend on h(z). In fact, if h, E OR is another nonzero function, then by 
condition (H), (z - 5))’ [h(z) h,(r) - h,(z) h(r)] E p. Since f E I’. 
h(z)(Rzh,, 1) = h,(Z)(RZh, I>, Im z#O. 
If h,(z) f 0 one has 
ah(Z) = h(z)(R,k, 1) - k(z)(R2 h, f) 
=h(z)((R,k,f)-k(z)h;‘(z)(R,h,.f)) 
= 4z)hl,wwN. 
This shows for Im z # 0 and h,(z) # 0 that A(z) = ah,(z)/hi(z). Thus, A(z) 
does not depend on h and is analytic off the set X(Y). 
The function A(z) is in fact analytic at each z0 E P(X). To see this let 
z0 E J(X) and choose an h,(z) E .F so that for each h E.& we have 
h(z) = O(l h,(z)l) as z * zO. From this we can conclude that L(z) = O(] h,(z)l) 
as z + z0 and hence / k(z)] = O(] h,(z)]). If Im z,, # 0, we see directly from the 
definition of ah(z) that ah,(z) = O(]h,(z)l) as z + zO. Thus z0 is a removable 
singularity of A(z) = u,~(z)/~,(z). If Im z0 = 0. then the estimate (2.1 1) in 
Proposition 2.1 shows that z0 is a removable singularity of A(z). 
Having shown that A(z) is an entire function we now wish to use 
Liouville’s theorem to show A(z) = 0. We start with the relation 
A(z)=(R;k,1)- $(R,h,.f). (3.20) 
which is valid for each h, E I;t” with h,(z) # 0 and Im z # 0. For any fE B 
we have the estimate from (2.9) that for some C > 0 and N > 0, 
I@zf, 9 < cllfllllNl/l J’l + l/l 1y+‘). 
If we now choose h, in (3.20) with ]lh,]] = 1 and ]/r,(z)] > {L(z) we get from 
(3.20) and the definition of p that 
IA(z)1 < Const (l/] y] + l/j #+‘). (3.21) 
If A(z) is not identically zero, log IA(z)/ is subharmonic and the mean value 
property 
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together with (3.21) show that IA(z)] is bounded. By Liouville’s theorem ,4(z) 
is a constant and by (3.21) this constant is 0. 
This shows that u*(z) = 0 and hence [h, k], (4) E 2. In turn, this shows 
(R, k 0 = k(z)/&)(R, k 9, Im z # 0, h(z) f 0. 
For any z = iy and h E ,P with h(iy) # 0 we thus have 
Choosing h in (3.22) so that Ih( > (1 - l/l y]) L(iy) with //hII = 1 and 
letting y -+ co we have 
(3.23) 
If B has a regular dual, lim ]]I - iyRjr,l)l = 0 and (k, I) = 0. Since 1 E 2’ 
is arbitrary the Hahn-Banach theorem implies that k E 2. 
If B does not have a regular dual, the best we can conclude is: 
If lim inf Ik(“)] 0 then k E 2. 
lYl-+co L(iy)= ’ 
(3.24) 
For any two functions k, , k, in A? it is possible, however, to find numbers 
a and b with ] a ] + (b ] > 0 and such t_hat lim inf I ak,(iyJ + bk,(iy)l L - ‘(iy) = 0 
as I y] --f co. Thus ak, + bk, is in AY and dim (Z/A?) < 1. This completes 
the proof. 
Remarks. There is a slight subtlety here. In [ 18, p. 1141 we showed that 
for B = L’(d) the alternative dim (&‘/a = 1 can occur. Moreover, it is 
possible to give examples of discrete measures A for which L(z) is finite and 
Z = 2 = L’(d), but for which there is a nonzero function k(z) E 2 with 
]] kll = 0. It is also possible to show when L(z) < 00, if 0 # k(z) E 2 and 
J] k/J = 0, then 2 = B. 
The growth estimates implicit in Theorem 3.3 can be stated in terms of 
functions of bounded type. Recall that a meromorphic function on a 
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domain D is of bounded type if it is the ratio g(z)/h(z) of two analytic 
functions which are bounded on Q. The appearance of functions of bounded 
type in the present theory is partially explained in terms of the next two 
results. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Zf f and g are in 2with g(z) & 0 and L(z) is finite, 
then f (z)/g(z) is of bounded type on each of the half spaces (Im z > 1 } and 
(Im z < - 1). Moreover, 
1 
I I 
m log+ If (x + iY)/g(x + 041 dx dy < ~ 
-I -m 1 +x2 
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that for some /3 E R, , R, g E 2. Choosing an 
1~2~ c B* with (R, g, 1) # 0 we have ([f, g];, I) = 0 since [f, g], E,F. 
Thus 
f GKR, g, 9 = &KR,f, 9 for Im z # 0. 
Since (R, g, Z) is an analytic function on (Im z > 1 }, this and the estimate 
(2.9) show that f(z) g-‘(z) is of bounded type on (Im z > 11. Combining 
(2.9) with the Poisson-Jensen inequality as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 
gives 
’ O” II [log+If(x+iy)/g(x+iy)]](l+x*))‘dxdy<oo. 0 -02 
The same argument works for z E R- and completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose 0 < L(z) < co for all z. Let ho E X be nonzero 
and let X denote the space of all entire functions k(z) whose restrictions to 
F? are in B, and which satisfy 
lim sup Ik(iu)l< 00, 
IYI +a, L(iy) 
(3.25) 
k(z) hi ‘(z) is of bounded type on {Im z > 1 } and { Im z < --I}, (3.26) 
I 
I I 
m log + I W + iyYho(x + 04 dx dy 
--I -a, 1 +x2 
(3.27) 
Then 2 G X with dim (X/G@ < 1 and G@ = .J’ tf B has a regular dual. 
Proof That .X’ 2 2 is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.4. 
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To prove dim (Y/2) ,< 1 we modify the proof of Theorem 3.3. Defining 
u*(z) as was done there it suffices to show that the function 
A(z) = UJZ) h-y z ) is identically zero. The proof that A(z) is entire works as 
before. Equation (3.20) shows that A(z) is of bounded type on both {Im 
z > 1) and (Im z (-I}. That 
1 
I I 
m log+ IA(x+iy)ldxdy< o. 
-1 -cc 1 +x2 
is also a direct consequence of (3.20) and (2.9). Theorem A.1 in the 
appendix shows that .4(z) is of exponential type. The estimate (3.25) leads to 
(3.21) in the special case z = iy. But the formula (A.l) in the appendix for 
computing the type of A and (3.21) show that A is of minimal exponential 
type. Also, lim A(iy) = 0 as 1 y ( + co and since a nonzero entire function of 
minimal type cannot vanish at both ends of a line, this shows that A(z) = 0 
and completes the proof. 
Comment. The restriction that L(z) > 0 for all z is not necessary but is a 
convenience in stating the theorem. This is also the case in the next section. 
C. Ordering of Space Satisfying Condition (H) 
In this section we prove an analog of de Branges’ [ 7, p. 1071 beautiful 
inclusion theorem. We shall restrict ourselves to the case that 0 < L(z) < co 
for all z. The first result is preliminary. 
Let h,(z) EC?. Define the mean type of g(z)/&(z) on (Im z > 0) to be 
T+(g) = !\; + + ,f” log 1 g(i + re”)/h,(i + re”)l d8. (3.28) 
0 
By Proposition 3.4, g/h, is of bounded type on (Im z > 1 } and the limit 
(3.28) exists, see, e.g., [7, p. 261. Analogously, we define 
T-(g) = !LI : $1’” log I g(-i + reie)/ho(-i + wie)l de. (3.29) 
n 
Finally, we set 
and 
T, =sup{T+(g)=gER), 
T_ =sup{T-(g)=gEX}. 
Note that the definition of T, and T- depends on the arbitrary choice of 
ho E Z. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. (a) Both T, and T- arefinite. 
(b) Suppose g E B, is entire and gh;’ is of bounded type on both (Im 
z > 1) and (Im z < -l}. Zf 
I 
I !’ 
co log+ I & + iy)lMx + bl dx dy < o. 
-1 -m 1 +x2 
T+(g) < T,, and T-(g) < T-, then gE p. 
ProoJ: (a) As before we may choose an I E Y?“’ c B * with 
g(z) h,’ = G(z) H-‘(z), ZEfl+, 
where G(z) = (Rz g, Z) and H(z) = (RZ h,, I) f 0. The three functions GH- ‘. 
G, and H are all of bounded type on (Im z > 1 } and their mean types are 
given by the formulas 
r+(GH-‘)= T+(g)= !i2 G+ 
x 
J 
em log / G(i + reie) H- ‘(i + re”)/ d6, 
0 
r+(G)= !~~~~1.~loglG(i+re’“)ldR 
0 
= lim sup $ log ) G(i~v)j 
y - OI 
r+(H) = ?\; & +i’ log 1 H(i + rei”)l dt? 
0 
> -al. 
Thus T+(g) = r+(G) - T+(H) < -r+(H) < co and T, < -r+(H). Similarly 
T- < co. 
The proof of part (b) is a minor variation on the theme played twice 
before in the proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. 
We can come to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let B be symmetric and let c and -5 be symmetric 
subspaces of B satisfying condition (H). Suppose also that 0 < L,(z) < co for 
allzEC andi= 1,2. If&n&+ {0}, then either-es,% or p2s,e. 
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ProoJ The first point to observe is that L,(z) ( co implies 8 satisfies 
condition (H) and that without loss of generality we may assume &= 8. 
Now choose a nonzero h,(z) E &; n& with h,X = h,. If we define T+(g) 
and T-(g) by equations (3.28) and (3.29) we find that the assumption 
hz = h, and the symmetry of & implies 
Proposition 3.5 implies that if T, < T, (resp. T, < T,), then 4 G& (resp. 
4 E a). Thus we only need consider the case T, = T, . 
Assuming now that T, = T2 we may assume that neither a = B nor 
~=B.Nowpi~kanhE&;,akE~,andI,E~:withIIh(l=IIkll=l)l~l(. 
Define 
and 
a(z) = ((z -<I-’ P(z) k(C) - k(z) WI, 4>9 
b(z) = ((z - Cl-’ bw) h(r) - h(z) WI9 4). 
Just as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 we can check that the two functions 
.4(z) = a(z)/h(z) and B(z) = b(z)/k( z are entire. Also, for Im z # 0 and ) 
h,(z) ~3 we have 
This together with the estimate (2.9), Proposition 3.4, and the fact that 
T, = T, implies that 
A(z) is of bounded type on {Im z > 1) and on {Im z < -I}, (3.3 1) 
The mean type of A(z) is nonpositive on both (Im z > 1) 
and on {Im z < -1). (3.32) 
1 
I I 
O” log+ IA(x + iy)l 
dxdy < co. 
-1 -co x2 + 1 
(3.33) 
By the extension of Kreins’ theorem given in the appendix we can conclude 
that A(z) is of minimal exponential type. 
We also observe that (3.30) and the estimate (2.9) give, for some C > 0 
and IV> 0, 
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The same argument shows that B(z) is of minimal exponential type and 
satisfies 
Hence, 
min~l~(zl~lW)l~2c~lllYl+ lll~Y+~I. (3.34) 
In [7, p. 1071 de Branges has shown that (3.34) implies either A(z) s 0 or 
B(z) E 0 if both A and B are of minimal exponential type. Actually, de 
Branges proved this when the right side of (3.34) is replaced with l/l yl, but 
the proof requires no nontrivial changes. 
From (3.30) we also note that A does not depend on h and that B does not 
depent on k. Thus if for some z, h, and I,, B(z) # 0, then ,4(z) s 0 for all z, 
h E q, k E &, and I, E Zf. Thus we may assume a(z) = 0 for all h, k, 
and I,. Then for y # 0 we have 
(iyRi,,k, II) = $$ (iyRi,h, Z,). 
If k E 3 is in Z2 we may choose I, E GYf with 
0 # (k, I,) = ,,‘tm, (iyRi,k, I,). (3.36) + 
But for h E&, lim(iyRi,h, Z,) = (h, I,) = 0 as ) y\ + 03. Thus, from (3.35) 
and (3.36) we can conclude that lim Jh(iy) k-‘(iy)( = 0 as / yI -+ co and in 
particular that lim I h(iy) L; ‘(iy)l = 0 as I yl--) 0. From Proposition 3.4 and 
Theorem 3.4 we see this implies h E e. The alternatives are that T c.6 
or*r&. 
Remark 1. The condition 0 < Li(z) can be replaced by assuming L,(z)/ 
L,(z) has a continuous nonzero extension from z E C - P(J$) to z E Q.. 
The condition z n z # (0) can also be weakened by assuming instead 
that there is an fez and a g E& satisfying the conclusions of 
Proposition 3.4. The symmetry condition cannot be dispensed with, as 
examples show. 
Remark 2. The results in the last two sections are all inspired by de 
Branges’ work [7]. The key ideas which center around the function A(z) can 
be traced directly to a lemma in [6] and in an earlier form to Pollard’s work 
[211. 
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4. COMPLEMENTS AND EXAMPLES 
A. Ordered Spaces 
A majority of the results described in this work were announced in [9] but 
the class of Banach spaces {B, 11 eII} considered there was much more 
restrictive. 
Precisely, if C, is the space of continuous functions with compact support 
on IR and 1. / denotes the supremum norm, it was assumed that 
and 
C, n B is dense in B (4.1) 
for f E B and m E C,, m(t)f (c) f B and satisfies 
IImWWll<+4 ML (4.2) 
for some constant c > 0 independent of m and$ 
Although the conditions (4.1) and (4.2) do not lead to any significant 
conceptual simplifications in the theory we have presented, they do lead to 
several technical simplifications and more refined results. We will now 
describe some of these simplifications. 
First, if we replace. the norm llfll with the norm l/f/l, = sup{()mf(I: 
[ml < l} we find that llfll <llfll, <cjlfll. Thus the norms I(.I/ and I(-/(, are 
equivalent. Moreover, 11 mf 11, < 1 m I II f I(, so there is no loss of generality in 
assuming the constant c in (4.1) satisfies c = 1. 
Assume c = 1. Then for fE B and 1 E B* the map m + (mf, /) is a 
continuous linear functional on C, with norm not greater than l/~/l I/II/. By 
the Riesz representation theorem there is a unique Bore1 measure on iR, call 
it pf,/, with lI~~,~ll < llfll II41 and 
(4.3) 
If we consider the natural embedding of B into its second dual space B * * 
it is elementary to argue that B* * contains each function of the form 
m(x)f(x) with fE B and with m(x) a bounded Bore1 function. Moreover, 
llmfll G I4 llfll. Al so, if m is continuous, then m(x)f(x) E B. 
In particular, if fE C, n B and g(x) is any Bore1 function satisfying 
I &I G If(x>l f or all x we can choose m(x) = g(x)f- ‘(x) for f(x) # 0 and 
m(x) = 0 elsewhere and conclude that g(x) = m(x)f(x) E B* * and 11 g(( < 
11 f Il. Thus there is no essential loss of generality in assuming that B is an 
ordered function space and that B is symmetric. 
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One simple consequence of this which cleans up a number of earlier 
formulas is 
llR;ll = sup Ill(z - o-VIOlI : llfll < 1 I < Tt;- 
A more serious consequence of (4.3) is that 
(RLL 0 = 1 (z - w &f.,3 Im z#O. (4.4) 
An elementary corollary of this representation, which, for example, can be 
found in [ 18, p. 1011, is that (RZf, r) is of bounded type on a + and a-. 
This observation leads to several significant improvements. In particular, 
Proposition 3.4 can be strengthened to give the result that for f and g in .X, 
f(z) g-‘(z) is of bounded type on Q+ and on QR_. Also, all the integrability 
conditions such as the one in Proposition 3.4 can be dispensed with, and the 
appendix is unnecessary. Krein’s result is still needed, however, and to the 
best of our knowledge there is no complete proof in English except our 
Appendix. 
Some additional information which is available in this setting can be 
found in [18]. 
B. Spaces of Functions of Bounded Type 
We say .Z has bounded type if each function f(z) in ?’ is of bounded 
type on Q+ and on a-. The space .Y of all polynomials and the Fourier 
transform spaces 
.2-(T)= (f(z) =&z):gE C, and supportgc l-T, Tlf 
are the basic examples of spaces having bounded type. 
If .?Y has bounded type and f E.F, then by Krein’s theorem (see 
appendix), f is of exponential type and the type s(f) is given by 
- log IfWl r(f)= lim 
IYI ’ 
z = x + iy, 
lYl+cr) 
= j& 1% If( 
Izl+00 Izl * 
We define the type T of 3 by T = sup (z(f) : f E R/, With the notation used 
in the proof of Proposition 3.5 we have for g E R’ that 
T(g) = max{r+(gh r-(g)1 and 
7*(g) ,< ~,(A?) + I+ < T, + T,(k,). 
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Since this is true for all g E R we see that the type T of Z is finite if L(z) if 
finite for all 2. 
The next result complements Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1. It also 
completes the generalization of Theorem A. 
THEOREM 4.1. If &sp has bounded type and T < 00, then L+(z) < co for 
all z I# 
I 
m ‘og+L+wdt( o. 
-93 1 +t2 (4.5) 
Proof: Assume (4.5) holds and that z E 12,. If g EZ, g(z) is of 
bounded type on 0, with mean type not greater than T. From the 
Nevanlinna factorization theorem 17, p. 221 we have 
log + I &)I C TV + f j- c;f;;2gf;2 4 LEO+. (4.6) 
Hence 
log+ L+(z) < Ty + fC cFm+t;ft;2 dt, ZER,. (4.7) 
We see L+(z) is finite on 0, (and on J2-), log L+(z) is locally integrable, 
and by Lemma 3.1, L+(z) is continuous. 
Now suppose that L+(z) is finite for all z. Then as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.3 we can reduce the general case to the special case when 
R,Z & 2, and in this. case we can argue that for some fE R and I E 3’ 
withf(z) = (R,f, I) f 0 on & we have 
L+(z)<Const#/, Imz<-1. 
Z 
By (2.9), F(z) is bounded on { Im z < -I} and sincef(z) is also of bounded 
type on (Im z < -1) it follows that 
i 
‘ok?+ L+G- 0 dx < o. 
1 +x2 
We can now use (4.8) and the fact that each fE 3 has exponential type 
to conclude that each f in 2 is of bounded type on (Im z > -1). But then 
we can argue as in the first part of the proof to conclude that 
log + L+(x) < T + i 1 l”;+~t;$t-li) dt. 
The desired inequality (4.5) follows at once. 
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Remark. If L, is replaced by L in the statement of Theorem 4.1 the 
result is still true and the proof requires no change. 
In the remaining theorems we write a(S) to denote the space of entire 
functions of type not greater than S. The next result extends Theorem B of 
the introduction. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf 8%” has bounded type T < 03 and L(z) ( co for all z, 
then 2, has bounded type T and 2 c B(T) n B. 
Proof: It suffices to show that 2~ 8’(T) since Theorem 4.1 shows that 
for each gE2, 
I 
log+ I sWl dt < o. 
1 + t2 3 (4.10) 
and any entire function g(z) E B(T) satisfying (4.10) is of bounded type on 
both 52, and a- (see, e.g., [7, p. 311). 
To argue that PC &Y(T) we replace L, by L in (4.6) and (4.7) to 
conclude that for each g E R with ]I g]) < 1 we have 
From this it is elementary to deduce that for S > T, the function epSLg(z) is 
bounded on the half line z = re in’4 by a constant that is independent of g, so 
long as ]I g]] < 1. A similar appraisal gives the same result on the ray 
z = re-in’4 and the Phragmen-Lindelof principle [9, p. 941 shows that 
sWle -“L(z)1 : 1 arg z I Q n/4) 
=s~p~le-S’g(z)l:llgll~ 1;largzl<441 
< co. 
The same arguments work for each of the sectors bounded by the rays 
z = reie; e = z/4, :7r, $r, and in. The conclusion is that eC’Sz’L(z) is 
bounded for each S > T and the theorem follows. 
For T > 0 set F(T+) = 0 {T(S) : S > T} and assume that B is 
symmetric. Since X(T) is also symmetric and exact, a corollary to 
Theorem 4.2 is that either F(T+) = B or F(T+) c B n 8’(T). Wj observe 
that for the special case B = L2(R, dx) a classical theorem of Paley and 
Wiener asserts F(T+) = 8(T) n L2. The next theorem generalizes this 
result to the context of regular function spaces. See [ 14, 15, and 171. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let B be symmetric and F(T) G B for each T > 0. 
Either F( T+) = B or R( T+) = a(T) n B. 
Proof If y( r+) # B, we have shown F( T+) G Z’(T) n B. To complete 
the proof we will show &?(7’) n B c F(S) for each S > T. We will argue by 
contradiction. 
Assume k E 8(T)n B is not in F(S). By the Hahn-Banach theorem 
we can find an I EST(S)’ with (k, I) # 0. Now choose h,(z) = 
n? sin(sjz)/ejZ EST(S) with C ].sj] = S. One checks directly that for ]E] 
sufficiently small 
lt~i~f/&y+iyI-‘logIho(&y+iy)l> T, --t 
and thus 
Ii,; sty ] k(ey + iy)/h,(ey + iy)l = 0. (4.11) 
Now bring in the function 
a&) = ((z - <I-’ [h,(z) k(t) - k(z) h&)L 0, 
and suppose we can show that ah,(z) = 0. From this it would follow that 
CR, k 9 
k(z)/h,(z) = (R,ho, I) 1 Im zf0. 
The estimate (2.9) would then imply that conditions (3.26) and (3.27) are 
satisfied. Condition (3.25) is a consequence of (4.11) and by Theorem 3.4 we 
could conclude that k E <F(S) and the result would follow. 
To show that ah,(z) E 0 we mimic the proof of Theorem 3.3. The 
argument given in the proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that ah,(z) and 
A (4 = a&M z are entire functions. From the definition of ah, and (2.9) > 
we have the estimate 
la&)l Q Const es”‘{ l/l yl + l/l ylN+’ ). 
From this it follows that 
(4.12) 
lim sup L 
i 
2lr 
r+o0 r 0 
log+ ( ah,(re’“)l de < 00, 
and that a,,(z) is of exponential type. The entire function A(z) is thus the 
ratio of two entire functions of exponential type and as such is of exponential 
type itself (see [8, p. 201). 
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But 
A(z) = (R,k, l) - # (R,h,,, 1). 
and this when coupled with (2.9) and (4.11) shows that for ]E] sufficiently 
small 
lim 
IYl-m 
A (EJJ + iy) = 0. 
The Phragmen-Lindelof principle is now applied to conclude that ,4(z) is 
bounded and hence must be constant. The proof is complete. 
An interesting consequence is the following: 
COROLLARY. If B is symmetric and there is an f E 8’(T) ~7 B with 
1^ 
1% + I  f ( t ) 1  dt = +oo 
1 +t* 5 
(4.13) 
then y(T+) = B. 
Proof Since fE Z’(T) f7 B we know that fe <F(T+). By Theorem 4.2 it 
would follow that f is of bounded type, but this contradicts (4.13). 
APPENDIX: AN EXTENSION OF A THEOREM OF KREIN 
A meromorphic functionf(z) defined on a domain Q c C is said to be of 
bounded type on R if there exist bounded analytic functions g(z) and h(z) 
defined on R with f(z) = g(z)/h(z). A n entire function f(z) is said to be of 
exponential type if for some positive number T, f(z) = O(e”“) as ]z] + co. 
The number S = inf { T > 0 :f(z) = O(er”’ ) as I z I --$ co } is called the type of 
f: 
In [ 131, Krein proved that any entire function which is of bounded type 
on both half planes 0, and Q_ is of exponential type and the type S off is 
given by 
S = li,;miP j-l~ log I f(iy)l . 64.1) 
In this appendix we prove the following generalization of Krein’s result: 
THEOREM A. 1. Let f (z) be an entire function which is of bounded tVvpe 
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oneachofthehalfplanes~r=x+iy:y>l}and{z=x+iy:y<-L}.If,in 
addition, 
1 
J II 
00 log + If@ + iY)l dx dy < co 
9 
-1 -03 1 +x2 I 
64.2) 
then f(z) is of exponential type. Moreover, f(z) is of bounded type on Q, 
and R-. 
Comment. Condition (A.2) is automatic if f (z) is of bounded type on 
a, and Q-. Thus Theorem A. 1 is an extension of Krein’s result. The 
following proof is adopted from an argument of Levinson and McKean [ 15, 
pp. 116-l 181. 
ProoJ To show that f (z) is of exponential type it suffices to show that 
for some constant C > 0 and all sufficiently large R, 
log+ 1 f (re’“)l de < CR*. (A-3) 
Condition (A.3) suffices because log’ (f (z)l is subharmonic and the mean 
value property gives for any z,, with 1 z. I = 3/2R, 
log+ If( G$,, log+ If (re’“)l r dr de, z = re’*. 
Ir-zol<Rl* 
Now (A.3) gives 
log+ If( &,I < Clzolr 
and we see f (z) is of exponential type not greater than C. 
To establish (A.3) we break the region A = (z : R < )z I< 2R } into 
Ao=An{x+iy:~y~~1},.4+=(,4--Ao)nQ+,andA~=(,4-~o)n~~. 
It follows directly from (A.2) that for z = reie 
0 log+ If(z)ldrd6=O(R*). A0 
To estimate the integral over A + we set g(z) = f (z + i) and observe that it 
suffices to show 
I I 2R dr n log+ I g(reie)l de = O(R*). R 0 (A.4) 
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By assumption, g(z) is continuous on fin, and of bounded type on R, . 
Thus ( (1 + x2)-’ log+ 1 g(x)\ dx ( 00 and by Nevanlinna representation 
(e.g., [7, p. 22]), for some h > 0, 
log+ I &?(~)I < hY + $1 (;““,,‘*gf;* dt, y > 0. (A-5) 
In polar coordinates this becomes 
log + ) g(re”)( < hr sin 0 + +J 
r sin 8 log + ( g(t)\ dt 
(r2 - 2rt cos 8 + t2) ’ 
0 < e < 7c. (A.6) 
Now, 
and so 
I ff log’ 1 g(reie)l de 0 
<2hr+l( O” 
r+t dt 
n -* 
log+ I ml log r--t -j- 3 
I I 
J J 
2R dr m log + I g(reie)l d6’ 
R 0 
An elementary estimate now gives 
for R > 1. 
Thus, 
J2RdrJ~log+ Ig(re’“)IdB=O(R2)~J10g;(tgjt!(dt -t 11 
R 
= O(R’) as R-tm. 
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A similar appraisal works for 
il log ’ ] f(reie)] dr de. A- 
Together this gives (A.3) and shows that f(z) is of exponential type. To 
show that f(z) is of bounded type on R, and on R- we observe that 
I (log+ ]f(x- i)])(l +x2))’ dx < co. b4.7) 
Since f is of exponential type we know (see, e.g., [7, p. 301) that (A.7) 
impliesf(z) is of bounded type on (Im z > -I} and thus is also of bounded 
type on Q,. 
To show that the exponential type off is given by equation (A.1) one can 
apply a simple Phragmen-Lindelof argument similar to the one given in the 
proof of Theorem 4.2. 
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